COURSE DESCRIPTION

Examines selected topics in European history from ancient times to the present. HIS 225 includes topics from ancient times to 1500. HIS 226 includes topics from 1500 to the present. Lecture 3 hours per week.

GENERAL COURSE PURPOSE

Investigates social, economic, political, and cultural institutions and trends in the history of a European country for a given time period. Designed to provide an in-depth course experience that meets the needs of the NVCC student population.

ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES

No prerequisites. Average reading abilities.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

1. Provide in-depth study of a given topic in European history.
2. Develop an appreciation and understanding of the evolution of European civilization
3. Expose students to a variety of learning activities.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED – HIS 225-226

Topic selection is the faculty’s prerogative with the prior approval of their immediate supervisor.
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